Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to critically review and address the cause of variation in the values of elastic modulus (E) of bone. Properties used for materials (especially) bones is one of the crucial factors in modeling and simulation experiments with sensitive procedures such as Finite Elements. The values of elastic modulus acquired from secondary databases, literature and online repositories differ in many ways. This is due to an underlying fact that different methods are used for one definite set of species and vice versa. According to a human understanding, this might bar the perceptive of use of elastic modulus in the research when (especially) insightful procedures are in question for example Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of materials with sensitive procedures. The means and the methods, through which the values are obtained, do not follow a standard methodology. Thus, this area needs attention. Despite the advances in technology and state-of-the-art methods in the field of biomechanics and biomedical engineering there is a need to formulate a standard method which can produce reliable set of E-values. Through this paper, we seek to raise an important scientific question as to what systemic methodology should be adapted to achieve a value of elastic modulus that is not only reliable, but reasonable as well. The paper also, focus briefly on the sources of error responsible for this variation and the significance of elastic modulus values in important numerical methods such as Finite Elements (FE).
Introduction and Background
Young's modulus or elastic modulus is one of the fundamental inputs in the constitutive analysis of bones using Finite Element Method (FEM). It is therefore important (at minimum) to get the linear part of the FE analysis correct. Elastic modulus can be obtained experimentally from a material that is subjected to a load, and the strain and stress are determined concurrently [1] .
Bone, consist of combination of ingredients, details of which can be obtained from [2] . The shape of bone is determined by the arrangement of the HA crystals. The arrangement of the collagen fibrils and HA crystals enhances bone strength [3] . Due to a higher elastic modulus of HA crystals, bone is stiffer to bear the external fractures [4] . Bone has two distinct components. Cortical bone which constitutes the outer thick layer providing strength to the inner porous structure. Whereas the shape of trabeculae bone is related to porosity. Trabecular orientation is commonly studied nowadays mainly as a composite with anisotropic and open porous cellular solid from an engineering point of view [5] [6] [7] .
Bones possesses specific material properties. They, fundamentally help determining an overall mechanical behaviour. The Young's modulus and the Poisson ratio are widely considered. The Young's modulus is already described above and the Poisson ratio ( ) is the negative ratio of transverse strain to the longitudinal strain [1] . When a specimen is loaded in compression, it will shorten in the direction of the load and will elongate in width. In other case if the specimen is loaded in tension it enlarges in the direction of the load but become narrower in width [8] . The ratio of change of these quantities describes how Poisson ratio is related to bones and usually ranges from 0.1 -0.33. A vast variation can be seen in the results of the values of Young's modulus (from 1GPa -20GPa) in different analytical bone models (Please see section methods). One of our previous papers [9] discusses the effect of different loading tests in the derivation of modulus of elasticity.
This paper particular address one of the factors i.e.types of loading tests used for the derivation of elastic modulus (E) value. Another objective of this paper is to report an evaluation of the degree of refinement of biomechanical experimental data. Despite the advances in technology and state-of-the-art methods in the field of computational mechanics and biomedical engineering in general, there is a need to devise a standard method which can validate predicted results from the numerical methods.
Methodology
This section describes the rationale behind the survey in order to identify published literature for the determination of bone's Young's modulus. Authors points out how the selection of different testing methods for the derivation of material properties of bone may result in huge variation. We use a search method with a typical inclusion and exclusion criteria. Search methods consist of the relevant articles retrieved from published literature. Any information with incomplete citation on the web is excluded. The discussion includes only peer-reviewed journals, conference papers, conference proceedings, books and edited book sections, high impact letters and internationally accepted reports to address various data sets that report a typical value for elastic modulus. In this article, we will only focus on one factor i.e. relationship of testing method on elasticity (Elasticity-Type of method).
Results and Observations
Authors investigated, methods reported in literature to find out what should be the reasonable way of choosing one method over another while handling procedures used for the derivation of Young's modulus in bones. This section is divided in two parts, first the methods in literature used for derivation of elastic modulus are reported, then the authors discuss their own recommendations briefly.
Methods used in Literature
In this subsection, author describes various methods used in the literature for derivation of elastic modulus. For each method, a review of how the method works (principle of method); some limitations where required and for what purpose was it used, is described. In the end, we discuss the values of Young's modulus typically obtained from these methods (Figure 1 ) and then a profound discussion on why the variation exists in the literature library.
Compression
A compression test determines behaviour of materials under crushing loads. The specimen is compressed and deformation at various loads is recorded. It is expressed in Eq. (1) as: (1) where σ comp is compressive stress, F is the applied force and A cort the cross-sectional cortical area [10] . Compressive stresses and strains are calculated and plotted as stress-strain diagram which is used to determine elastic limit ;yield point, yield strength and for some materials compressive strength.
Compression has been used in studies involving bones, by [8, [11] [12] [13] [14] and [15] ; biomedical research Boyd et al., [16] ; [6, [17] [18] [19] in natural sciences [20] . In some studies it is used for the study of local deformation [16] , [21] .
Tension
A tensile test, also known as tension test, is probably the most fundamental type of mechanical testing in materials. The test is performed by pulling the material to determine how the material will react to forces which are applied in tension test. Pulling material will give the strength of the material as well as strain (i.e. how much the material went elongation). The tension test usually is plotted as a graph showing the relationship of stress (applied force) to the strain (change in length/observed elongation) -the gradient the curve determines the value of the Young's modulus. It is a widely used method for testing bones [19, [22] [23] [24] .
Bending
This test is basically used to test the ductility, strength, stiffness and modulus of elasticity. Based on the type of testing (3-point and 2-point) the direction of forces can be located in order to predict stress-strain response of the material. The gradient of the stress-strain curve obtained, gives the value of the Young's modulus of the material. Mostly the specimens with long cylindrical shapes are tested in bending because, it is simple to set up and predict reasonably accurate response.
Buckling
Buckling is a mathematical instability which leads to a failure mode in a specific material. This phenomenon usually occurs in thin bones and they tend to break the structure into two. It is a kind of failure mode that causes incapability to the function of the bone. Theoretically, it is caused by a bifurcation (in two). Detailed example can be seen in [25] .
CT scanning
Computed tomography is a non-destructive evaluation technique that allows the internal structure of an object to be imaged by reconstructing the spatial distribution of the local linear X-ray absorption coefficients of the materials/phases contained within [26] . In one of the studies [27] a method of theoretical derivation was proposed. The method aimed to determine a relationship between voxel-specific tissue density and micro CT scan data (i.e., microCT derived tissue mineral density (TMD), mgHA/cm3) and bone constituent properties. 'Voxel based tissue density derivation' is used from the scan data to derive an equivalent hydroxyapatite density using a manufacturer-specific calibration curve. This equivalent mineral density is then employed to determine elastic modulus of the individual mineral content. With an increase in the tissue density Young's modulus increases, which was one way of deriving value for the modulus of elasticity. For details of the method reader is referred to [27] .
Ultrasonic
Natural resonance frequencies can be employed for a single small sample of bone to measure the elastic modulus of material. Such method can be seen in [28] . Typically this method is based on the measurement of wave propagation time in specimen [29] and then deriving Young's modulus. For detail on methodology reader is directed to [37] . This method outputs a 'dynamic Young's modulus E [MPa]' which is calculated by using Eq. (2):
Multi-scale modelling
The multi-scale modelling approach consists of successive homogenization steps. Homogenization is the method of treating different scales/levels within the same specimen at individual phases. The method is described in [30] . In this study the trabecular bone was modelled as a nano-composite with hierarchical structure. This model was then used to predict its elastic properties at different structural scales. Their analysis made used of bottom-up multi-scale approach such that the starting phase is initiated with nanoscale (mineralized collagen fibril) and therefore onwards moving up to the sub-microscale (single lamella), microscale (single trabeculae) and mesoscale (trabecular bone) levels. Other examples can be seen in [4, [30] [31] [32] .
Finite Element Method
By using CT based data, it is possible to convert a digital model into a numerical model. For example using Simpleware suite Ltd,. The numerical model (FE-based model) is used to determine the Young's modulus by testing the specimen under compression, tension and/or bending by using a computer solver (e.g. Abaqus). The constitutive models therefore obtained from this method are used to calculate elastic modulus via stress-strain curves.
Cantilever bending with finite element analysis
This method uses cantilever beam type bone specimen. The actual material properties are obtained by using the initial input estimates of the bone tissue material properties which were later employed in the finite element model. Difference between the calculated finite element displacements and the experimentally observed displacements help in the determination of actual Young's modulus.
Back-calculating from finite element models
By using the deformation values i.e. the change in length to the original length of the samples, finite element models can be used to determine the elastic properties 'Young's modulus' of the materials. Mente and Lewis [33] used cantilever bending with finite element analysis for elastic properties determination and Williams and Lewis [34] used back-calculation from FE models.
Micro hardness
This method uses the static indentations made with loads not exceeding than 1 kg. In bone mechanics this method is seen in [35] . However, it requires a metallographic finish for the surface to be tested. Smaller loads tend to use higher finish.
Using stochastic operators
Wille et al., [36] used the stochastic operations to pool data cited in the literature based on the relationship between Young's modulus and bone density. All the experiments were pooled over time regarding the E-d (Young's modulus-density) relationship a stochastic relationship between them was developed.
Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation is used to measure the intrinsic elastic properties of individual micro structural bone components (here trabecular bone and cortical bone) in various directions. This method uses a load which is applied to an indenter of known properties. This leads to a formation of residual impression in the test material. The dimensions of the residual impression and the contact area are then measured directly to determine the hardness of the specimen.This method has the ability to give a spatial resolution of around 1 μm [37] to determine bone's mechanical properties and to achieve bone's nearly accurate young's modulus in several directions because of the highly anisotropic [6, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] nature of trabecular bone.Nanoindentation also has the capability of producing large indent matrices in a very short period of time with stability especially for mapping the mechanical properties of complex surfaces [45] . Moreover it uses advance depth sensing indentation method, to produce a load displacement curve which is used to measure the stiffness and elastic properties of the sample using various approaches [46] .
Digital volume correlation (DVC)
Digital volume correlation (DVC) is a measurement technique that quantifies strains throughout the interior of a specimen unlike traditional strain gauge methods where only few points on the surface of the materials are considered. Through DVC it is possible to generate stressstrain curve, using a software suite like Daviz. The gradient of stress-strain curve gives value of the Young's modulus.
Recommendations
In comparison to all the methods listed above, authors reserves their own opinion on how a large sets of different methods could affect the values of the elastic modulus obtained. Through careful investigation, at first all the values of elastic modulus of bones are fetch from the literature against different types of species and methods used are populated in the form of the graph/illustration as shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 reviews the author's own survey on trend/behavior of huge variation in the values of Young's modulus from the literature of bones. It is clear from the chart that the variation in the method of determination yields a large variation in the spread of elastic modulus values. Eventually, all the biomechanical analyses which require elastic modulus as one of their important parameters can be affected. This means, a careful consideration is required in choosing a specific value for the elastic modulus in any type of analysis where elastic modulus is one of the inputs. To be more precise, a systematic procedure is inherent to introduce so that this variation can be doomed to a typical consistency level as required originally.
The bone's elasticity is important because, it gives the bone ability to dissipate energy during deformation phenomena's. Methods like Finite Elements, which requires the value of elastic modulus as one of the major inputs predicts results of simulation on the basis of Evalue that is used as an input. If one value goes wrong the whole simulation will result into an inaccurate and ambiguous situation. Apparently, the criticality of this basic factor is under estimated and it might result into the situations which do not relate to any real physical phenomena's at all.
Limitations
In this study, detailed studies on review of the papers that uses Finite Element Method as a method of derivation is not reported. This might have helped to validate our argument on how the variation in the values of elastic modulus, might affect the simulation results. This is something we are hoping to include in our next coming papers.
Secondly, the study takes into account only the affect of loading methods, used for the derivation of elastic modulus. Such type of tests were briefly discussed in one of our previous papers as well [9] but only for the non homogenous materials and the methods were also not discussed in much detail. Here we report almost every single method found from literature to address variation in the elastic modulus.
Additionally, apart from the types of loading tests, there are several other factors, for example, type of mechanical environment, bone density, bone age, specie type, physical conditions in which bones are prepared for 
Discussions and Conclusions
Due to the complex geometry of bone it is not possible to measure the exact Young's modulus. The way bone samples are prepared and the methods used for testing, equally contribute to the variation of the elastic modulus values achieved for bones. A correlation between methods used to determine Young's modulus with respect to the factors affecting E value is a 'must' required procedure. Different testing methods tend to yield different values of Young's modulus. For example, a bone in compression will yield a different value of Young's modulus compared to the bone tested in tension under the same physical conditions. Therefore, it is important to hypothesize a 'generalized method.
By using similar methods and techniques to find an answer for material property can be helpful in maintaining a consistency and reliability among these values. Authors also conclude that there is a need to hypothesize a 'generalized method' which can give reasonable results under similar physical conditions (for example, specific laboratory standard should be practiced at least for one type of bone specimen.
As said in limitations, there are number of factors which can affect the method of determining value of elastic modulus that may in turn affect the original elastic properties of bone when it was alive. For example a healthy will function much better than a damaged bone whereas a damaged bone is likely to cause a functional disability. So if the condition of specimen changes, its functionality also changes.
The factors effecting value of E can be biological, mechanical or experimental. These parameters, if considered in detail in future will reduce the risk of false generation of data for the elastic modulus of bone. Increasing water loss from bones also make them lose elasticity due to breaking bonds within the elastic trabeculae. It should also be noted that bigger animals tend to have stronger bones due to thicker trabeculae [47] . This means size of the bone might also be one limiting factor as well to generate a real values for Young's modulus.
In this paper we have presented the scheme of the method to be used in future for the selection of Young's modulus in numerical methods (specially). This is quite a challenging task though crucially very basic. Therefore there is a need to validate this by using finite element method which is a reliable method to address such problems virtually by replicating the reality in a virtual environment.
Therefore we propose a new methodology, by using Evalues from ten different species initially. All specie bones will be prepared under different physical conditions and mechanical testing methods. Additionally, all bones will be of different age and bone density. Under such conditions, a finite element analysis will be conducted under one set of boundary conditions and i.e. force and the base conditions remains the same throughout the ten species. The analysis will entail the difference in the deformation scale factor and the amount of stress due to different values of elastic modulus (E). To our opinion, this will be a very useful step to address any kind of ambiguity in the future of biomechanics.
